Classically, Parkinson's disease (PD) is linked to dopamine neuron death in the substantia nigra pars compacta. Intracytoplasmic protein inclusions named Lewy bodies, and corresponding Lewy neurites found in neuronal processes, are also key features of the degenerative process in the substantia nigra. The molecular mechanisms by which substantia nigra dopamine neurons die and whether the Lewy pathology is directly involved in the cell death pathway are open questions. More recently, it has become apparent that Lewy pathology gradually involves greater parts of the PD brain and is widespread in late stages. In this review, we first discuss the role of misfolded a-synuclein protein, which is the main constituent of Lewy bodies, in the pathogenesis of PD. We then describe recent evidence that a-synuclein might transfer between cells in PD brains. We discuss in detail the possible molecular mechanisms underlying the proposed propagation and the likely consequences for cells that take up a-synuclein. Finally, we focus on aspects of the pathogenic process that could be targeted with new pharmaceutical therapies or used to develop biomarkers for early PD detection.
Multiple hypotheses exist to help explain dopamine neuron cell death and Lewy body formation observed in Parkinson's disease (PD). Mutations of the main proteinaceous constituent of Lewy bodies, a-synuclein (a-syn), lead to dominant, familial disease forms. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] More recently, genome-wide association studies (GWASs) identified variants of the a-synuclein gene (SNCA) gene, encoding a-syn protein, that are coupled to increased PD susceptibility, thus clearly linking this protein to idiopathic PD. [6] [7] [8] Furthermore, overexpressed and/or misfolded a-syn is pathogenic to cells while a-syn can be secreted from cells, enter other cells, and seed small intracellular aggregates, demonstrating a connection between a-syn and pathogenic mechanisms of PD. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] In parallel, a much-discussed hypothesis by Braak and colleagues 17 states that a pathogenic agent, introduced via ingestion and/or inhalation, may transfer from the entry site along known long, unmyelinated axons to basal brain areas and eventually to brain stem and cortical regions. Although a-syn is unlikely to be this initial pathogen, it might be the initial target of the unknown agent. If a-syn is misfolded because of the action of the unknown agent, it might contribute to the spreading of pathology by moving from one cell to another and triggering misfolding in the recipient cells. If so, it might explain the surprising presence of Lewy bodies in the young neural grafts of transplanted PD patients observed more than a decade after surgery. [18] [19] [20] [21] In this review, we discuss possible mechanisms by which a-syn could spread between cells and have deadly consequences by describing the molecular evidence for a-syn cellular exit, transit to other cells, uptake by cells, intracellular aggregation, and responses to a-syn accumulation.
The Relationship Between a-Syn and PD Genetic studies. The first connection between a-syn and PD arose when researchers discovered a mutation (encoding the mutant Ala53Thr protein) in the SNCA gene in a family with autosomal-dominant PD. 1 In the years since, additional coding region mutations in and multiplications of SNCA that cause neurological disease have been identified. [2] [3] [4] [5] These findings clearly illustrate a key relationship between alterations in a-syn expression or function and familial PD. In addition to coding region mutations, several SNCA promoter polymorphisms are associated with autosomal-dominant Parkinsonism. 22 Perhaps even more interesting is the discovery by GWAS of several singlenucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the SNCA gene strongly associated with PD risk. [6] [7] [8] These recent findings strengthen the relationship between a-syn biology and mechanisms underlying PD pathology as, importantly, a-syn is now linked not only to the rare forms of familial PD but also to idiopathic PD.
Aggregation potential of a-syn. How can we connect overexpression of normal a-syn or expression of mutant a-syn with Lewy bodies? a-Syn is the main protein component of Lewy bodies, 23 but, importantly, the a-syn found in Lewy bodies is misfolded and phosphorylated, 24, 25 indicating that a pathogenic variety of a-syn accumulates in diseased or damaged cells. The native a-syn monomer is an unfolded, soluble protein, and in vitro studies have shown that monomeric, oligomeric, and fibrillar species of a-syn exist in equilibrium [26] [27] [28] ( Figure 1a) . Upon oligomerization, a-syn remains soluble, but once the protein undergoes fibrillization, a-syn becomes insoluble and has the capacity to selfaggregate. [26] [27] [28] Aggregation of a-syn proteins into b-sheetrich amyloid assembles is a nucleation-dependent process, that is, addition of preformed fibrillar seeds accelerates the process 29 ( Figure 1b) . Growing evidence suggests that oligomers are the cytotoxic species, although it is unclear if they alone underlie neurotoxicity. 30 What is also uncertain is whether a-syn-containing Lewy bodies and neurites trigger neurodegeneration or whether they reveal appropriate cellular coping mechanisms that sequester proteins into less harmful aggregates in response to an underlying pathogenic process. 31 Lewy bodies found in young neural grafts. In the 1980s-1990s, neural grafts derived from midbrain tissue obtained from aborted fetuses were transplanted into the striata of several people with PD worldwide. 32 Curiously, in addition to the expected Lewy pathology observed in the host tissue, we and others found Lewy bodies containing misfolded a-syn in the 10-16-year-old grafted neurons. [18] [19] [20] [21] These intriguing findings led to renewed discussion of the seminal work of Braak et al., 33 which suggests that PD pathology spreads in specific stages according to a stereotypic pattern from one brain area to another. Briefly, based on extensive analysis of post-mortem samples from patients at different stages of PD progression, Braak and co-workers 17 hypothesized that a pathogen can transfer in predictable steps from the gut and nasal epithelium to basal parts of the brain, and finally, via the midbrain to cortical areas. We, and others, suggested that a mechanism related to the one proposed by Braak might explain the presence of Lewy bodies in the neural grafts too; specifically, pathogen transfer from host cells to grafted cells might occur and induce formation of Lewy bodies in the young neurons. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] The core of this review will focus on the idea that a-syn is the pathogenic agent that can transfer from one cell to another, thus propagating pathology from diseased neurons to others.
Molecular Mechanisms Involved in Intercellular Transfer of a-Syn Pathology
In order for a pathogenic agent to transfer from one cell to another and act to harm the recipient cell, several steps must take place. First, the pathogen must exit the host cell. Second, it must somehow transit from the first cell to the second. After arrival at the recipient cell, the pathogen must gain access to the cell, somehow crossing the cell membrane. Finally, once inside the recipient cell, the pathogen must cause cellular stress or otherwise incapacitate the recipient cell, for example, by acting as a template that promotes misfolding of endogenous protein. In this section, we will discuss the latest findings that indicate that a-syn is capable of performing all of the actions listed above; in fact, a-syn might be the pathogenic agent that spreads from one cell to another, throughout the nervous system, during the course of PD.
How does a-syn leave cells? a-Syn can leave cells via various mechanisms including secretion and, more specifically, exocytosis (Figure 2a) . Multiple forms of a-syn have been detected in cerebrospinal fluid, blood plasma, [44] [45] [46] and more recently, in saliva, 47 indicating a secretory process. Monomers and aggregated forms of a-syn are secreted from neuroblastoma cells overexpressing a-syn and from rat primary cortical neurons. 10, 15 This secretion is inhibited by low temperature, suggesting an exocytotic process. 10, 15 The intraluminal vesicular localization of a-syn further supports this role for exocytosis, although the classical endoplasmic reticulum/Golgi-dependent pathway is likely not involved. 10, 15 Cellular stressors, such as serum deprivation, proteosomal or lysosomal inhibition, and hydrogen peroxide promote Figure 2a) . Finally, induction of misfolding also increases association of a-syn with both vesicles and secretion, whereas medium-derived a-syn shows more oxidative modifications than the cellular forms, suggesting that neurons preferentially release damaged and aggregationprone a-syn proteins. 15 Impairment of the autophagy-lysosome pathway is another feature of PD 48 that might explain the extracellular release of a-syn. 48 Autophagosomes, which normally degrade misfolded cytosolic proteins, could be overwhelmed by accumulation and/or presence of abnormal forms of a-syn proteins and thus might dispose of them by discharging their contents in the extracellular space. 35 Interestingly, a-syn can be secreted from cells in association with exosomes 14, 49 (Figure 2a ), which may be affected by autophagosomes. 50 Exosomes are small vesicles that can break off from the endocytic machinery of one cell, transverse the extracellular space, and then fuse with the outer membrane of another cell, thus transferring their contents to the new cell. 51 Of relevance to other neurodegenerative disorders, they have been shown to transmit pathogenic prion proteins [52] [53] [54] and b-amyloid (Ab) aggregates. 55 Recently, a-syn-containing exosomes secreted from neuroblastoma cells overexpressing a-syn were found to transfer a-syn to other cultured neuroblastoma cells. Lysosomal inhibition of donor cells increased both exosomemediated release and transfer of a-syn 49 ( Figure 2a ). Finally, uncontrolled exit of a-syn might occur when dying cells lyse and expel their contents into the extracellular space ( Figure 2a ). However, it is important to note that typical release of a-syn is likely a regulated, low-probability event. 15 Propagation of a-syn to a new cell. Once a-syn leaves the first cell, it must somehow transit to the recipient cell. Direct cell-to-cell transfer could occur, especially if many proteins are in the extracellular space because of lysed cells. Alternately, if a-syn were enclosed in an exocytosed vesicle 10, 15 or exosome, 14,49 as described above, the protein would be protected during its journey from extracellular enzymes. If unprotected, the risk for degradation is apparent as matrix metalloproteinase 3 has been shown to cleave both recombinant a-syn proteins 56, 57 and neuroblastoma cell-secreted a-syn. 56 Recently, it was suggested that the molecular chaperone heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) is released from cells together with a-syn and might modulate levels of extracellular a-syn oligomers. 13 Whether this association of Hsp70 with extracellular a-syn plays a role in a-syn transit from one cell to another remains to be investigated. Finally, cellular mechanisms known to contribute to intercellular transit of other proteins could be involved. For example, tunneling nanotubes (TNTs), which are thin extensions of surface membrane interconnecting cells over long distances, have been shown to convey the scrapie form of prion protein (PrP sc ) not only between co-cultured infected and naive neuronal cells but also from bone marrow-derived dendritic cells to primary neurons. 58 Therefore, it has been hypothesized that TNT-mediated neuroimmune interactions within lymphoid organs could account for the spread of PrP sc from intestine, the peripheral entry site into the body for PrP sc derived from ingested food, to the peripheral nervous system and then to the brain. Given that a-syn might be the pathogenic agent spreading from the gut or the nose to the brain according to Braak's hypothesis, it would be interesting to investigate whether TNTs could act as conduits for intercellular transport of a-syn.
Considering that Braak's hypothesis requires pathology to spread over long distances, axons could participate in transfer of misfolded a-syn between different brain regions. a-Syn Figure 2 Model of a-synuclein cell-to-cell transfer. Transfer of a-syn from a donor cell (blue) to a recipient cell (red) requires two consecutive steps: (a) Exit of a-syn from the donor cell. Exocytotic vesicles 10, 15 and exosomes, 14, 54 derived from multivesicular bodies, themselves derived from endosomes, have been reported to mediate a-syn release from cells. Oxidative stress and proteasomal and lysosomal inhibition increase both vesicular translocation and release of a-syn. 15 Lysosomal impairment also promotes exosome-mediated secretion of a-syn. 54 Dying neurons, which discharge their content into the environment, are another potential source of extracellular a-syn. The precise mechanism of a-syn exocytosis, the potential association of extracellular a-syn with other proteins, and the nature of released a-syn in terms of aggregation remain outstanding issues. (b) Entry of a-syn into the recipient cell. Passive diffusion through the plasma membrane, 11, 68 endocytosis, 9, 11, 12, 16 and exosome-mediated transfer of a-syn into a recipient cell 14, 54 have been reported. Whether an unknown receptor or lipid rafts are involved in a-syn endocytotic uptake remains to be elucidated. Although a-syn that has transferred between cells passively or via exosomes is likely to have a direct access to the cytosol in the recipient cell, the mechanism by which a-syn might move from an endosome into the cytoplasm has not yet been clarified moves antero-and retro-gradely along axons, mainly through the slow component of axonal transport 59, 60 with kinesin and dynein, the motor proteins mediating antero-and retro-grade axoplasmic transport, respectively, providing bidirectional movement of a-syn along the axon. 61 More recently, compartmentalized microfluidic culture systems were used to demonstrate a-syn release and uptake at axonal terminals and suggest a mechanism of trans-synaptic cell-to-cell transfer. 13 Cellular entry of a-syn. How does extracellular a-syn enter a cell and gain access to the cytoplasm of the recipient cell? a-Syn is known to directly interact with lipids and membranes. 62 Thus, extracellular a-syn protein can associate directly with the exterior of cells. The simplest option is then passive diffusion of a-syn through the membrane (Figure 2b ), which has been suggested in cases where exogenous, monomeric a-syn is applied to the outside of cells and taken up by a process insensitive to low temperature, and to inhibition of endocytosis, and very likely limited to a small number of extracellular proteins with particular hydrophobic properties. 11, 63 Alternatively, a-syn proteins that bind to either lipid or proteins in the outer cell membrane could conceivably enter cells in a nonspecific fashion during the perpetual renewal of membrane proteins. More specifically, in HeLa cells 64 and yeast, 65 a-syn can be associated with lipid rafts, where subsets of proteins and lipids concentrate, thereby creating signaling platforms at the cell surface. Interaction of a-syn with the ganglioside GM1, an essential component of the lipid rafts, has been proposed to mediate its recruitment to these structures. 66 This lipid raftmediated endocytosis has been proposed to mediate internalization of Ab peptide by primary neurons 67 and extracellular a-syn by microglial cells. 68 Whether such a mechanism could also mediate a-syn uptake by neuronal cells remains to be investigated (Figure 2b) .
Uptake of oligomeric and fibrillar a-syn is not necessarily analogous to that of monomeric a-syn. For high-order species of a-syn to enter cells, a more classical endocytic process has been proposed (Figure 2b) . Uptake of oligomers and fibrils of a-syn is attenuated by both low temperature and inhibitors of dynamin. 11, 16 Treatment of the cell surface with trypsin, resulting in removal of potential endocytosis receptor proteins, inhibits uptake of a-syn. 9 Furthermore, a-syn colocalizes with GTPases Rab5a and Rab7 (Desplats et al. 12 ), and dominant-negative Rab5a has been shown to reduce endocytosis of a-syn. In fact, the ability of cells to take up a-syn has perhaps evolved so they can reduce a potentially toxic extracellular load of a-syn by taking the protein up and degrading it. 11 Of course, this uptake and destroy mechanism will work efficiently only if cells are healthy enough to degrade and clear pathogenic proteins, which is not always the caseas we discuss below.
Finally, it should be underlined that whereas passive diffusion through the plasma membrane and exosomemediated delivery of a-syn into the recipient cell could lead to direct access of a-syn to the cytosol, endocytosis-imported a-syn would enter cells associated with vesicles, with the lumen, or in close apposition to the membrane. In order to interact with other intracellular proteins and/or exert its cytotoxic effect, a-syn likely must exit these compartments through an unknown mechanism that remains to be elucidated (Figure 2b) .
Much recent work has focused on the detrimental effects of internalized a-syn on the recipient cell. We will briefly review the experimental proof that a-syn derived from the extracellular space can damage cells and then discuss possible underlying mechanisms.
Induction of aggregation inside the recipient cells. Several groups recently reported that a-syn taken up from the extracellular space induces the aggregation of other a-syn proteins expressed by the recipient cells within the cytoplasm of these cells. 16, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] Typically, investigators used recombinant a-syn proteins as the source of extracellular a-syn, either in oligomeric 69, 70 or fibrillar conformation. [71] [72] [73] In these cases, they observed the induced formation of intracellular inclusions containing both endogenous and exogenous a-syn proteins [71] [72] [73] and mimicking some of the histological features of Lewy bodies. These inclusions were mainly perinuclear, 71, 72 positive for ubiquitin, and labeled with thioflavine S, [71] [72] [73] indicating the presence of b-sheet-rich structures. The filamentous structure of the material in the inclusions was confirmed by electron microscopy analysis, 71, 72 which also revealed vesicles 71 within the deposits. These Lewy body-like structures contained misfolded and phosphorylated a-syn, [71] [72] [73] whose origin, endogenous 71, 73 or exogenous, 72 differs among the reports. Finally, the chaperones Hsp70 and Hsp90 have also been detected within these inclusions. 71 Notably, reliance on unusual protocols of unclear physiological relevance seems to be necessary to observe these induced a-syn inclusions over short time periods (hours to days). For example, Danzer et al. 69, 70 designed different protocols to produce varying kinds of a-syn oligomers, but only one led to formation of intracellular a-syn inclusions when added to the culture medium of neuroblastoma cells. The use of iron chloride in this protocol, as well as extensive shaking and ultracentrifugation steps, brings into question the physiological significance of such oligomers. Similarly, other investigators used cationic liposomes, 71 calcium phosphate, 73 or lipofectamine 72 in order to achieve artificially significant entry of extracellular a-syn fibrils into cells. Because of the highly artificial methods used to promote entry of a-syn, the relevance of these in vitro results to physiological systems is unclear. In contrast, we recently found that, in the absence of facilitating agents, a-syn produced by cultured neuroblastoma cells could enter neighboring cells and interact with cytoplasmic a-syn within small aggregates in the recipient cell. 16 By analogy with prion protein, a so-called 'nucleation' or 'seeding' activity of internalized a-syn is usually invoked to explain the induction of aggregation of cytoplasmic a-syn proteins in the recipient cell after uptake of extracellular a-syn. In other words, after passage from the extracellular to the intracellular compartment, exogenous misfolded a-syn protein could recruit natively unfolded a-syn proteins expressed by the recipient cell, act as a template, and induce their conversion into misfolded forms that will aggregate around a core of transmitted protein (Figure 3 ). However, is this seeding effect of intercellularly transferred a-syn the only possible explanation for the appearance of aggregates containing both exogenous and endogenous a-syn?
The topology of the induced aggregates argues in favor of this nucleation mechanism. It has been reported that the core of induced inclusions consists of transferred a-syn surrounded by an additional layer of cytoplasmic a-syn present in the recipient cells. 16, 71 Moreover, the unaltered ability of amino-or carboxy-terminal truncated forms of exogenous a-syn to 'seed' the aggregation of intercellularly expressed a-syn proteins 71, 73 shows that the central portion of a-syn, containing the hydrophobic domain critical for a-syn fibrillization in vitro, is sufficient to induce aggregation in recipient cells. In addition, protein transfection of full-length and non-mutated a-syn fibrils into cells expressing a-syn proteins lacking this hydrophobic sequence 71, 73 or bearing mutations known to abrogate fibril formation in vitro 73 does not lead to the formation of intracellular a-syn inclusions. These results suggest that in vitro nucleation-dependent fibrillization of a-syn and formation of intracellular a-syn inclusions may be governed by the same mechanisms and thus support the seeding theory of induction of a-syn aggregation following intercellular transfer of misfolded a-syn.
To further interrogate this hypothesis, it would be interesting to investigate whether loading of recipient cells with abovementioned mutated or truncated proteins, unable to induce formation of a-syn fibrils in vitro, would still lead to aggregation of endogenous wild-type a-syn in the recipient cell. The absence of seeding phenomenon in such conditions would argue in favor of the nucleation hypothesis, whereas an unaltered effect would suggest that an alternative mechanism could contribute to this induction of a-syn aggregation. Indeed, one could argue that induction of aggregation of cytoplasmic a-syn after entry of exogenous a-syn proteins into recipient cells simply results from an increase of concentration of intracellular a-syn (Figure 3) . However, the amounts of a-syn that enter cells from the extracellular space appear to be relatively small, compared with the endogenous levels. On the other hand, it could be hypothesized that a modest elevation of intracellular a-syn level leads to overloading, if not dysfunction, of the normal degradation systems (Figure 3 ), which will in turn further raise the intracellular concentration of a-syn and favor aggregation. This hypothesis seems even more relevant if the imported form of a-syn is misfolded, as aggregated or abnormal forms of a-syn have been shown to impair the ubiquitin-proteasome system. [74] [75] [76] [77] In accordance with this alternative mechanism, impairment of proteasome activity, coupled with formation of intracellular a-syn inclusions, was recently reported to occur in recipient cells following introduction of exogenous a-syn fibrils. 72 
Consequences of a-Syn Transfer for the Recipient Cell
Thus far, we have discussed possible mechanisms whereby a-syn might be released, transit between cells, undergo cellular uptake, and give rise to protein aggregation in recipient cells. An important question is what the functional sequelae of such an uptake of extracellular a-syn might be for these cells. In addition to the impairment of proteasome activity mentioned above, 72 disruption of the cis-Golgi in cells transduced with recombinant a-syn fibrils has been reported. 71 There are reports of cell death in the presence of extracellular a-syn; this cell death is counteracted by inhibition of endocytosis and therefore likely to be dependent upon a-syn uptake. 9 Seed-dependent aggregation of a-syn has also been closely correlated to neurotoxicity. Thus, introduction of recombinant a-syn seeds leads to the death of neuroblastoma cells expressing wild-type a-syn proteins that readily aggregate, but not of cells that express a fibrillization-deficient mutant. 72 Moreover, absence of nuclear fragmentation, caspase 3 activation, or terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) indicates nonapoptotic cell death. 72 In contrast, uptake of cell-derived a-syn leads to apoptosis of the recipient primary cortical neurons, as shown by increased activation of caspase 3 (Desplats et al. 12 and Danzer et al. 13 ) and caspase 7 (Danzer et al. 13 ). Interestingly, Emmanouilidou et al.
14 also report the death of neuroblastoma cells and primary cortical neurons after treatment with cellproduced a-syn. However, this cell death occurs without detectable uptake of exogenous a-syn, suggesting a different, unknown toxic mechanism mediated by a-syn at the cell surface.
14 Neurodegeneration induced by intercellular transfer of a-syn has also been proposed to occur in vivo. Mouse cortical neural stem cells transplanted in the brains of transgenic mice expressing human a-syn take up human asyn from the host tissue and express activated caspase 3, whereas cells grafted into wild-type hosts do not exhibit this sign of apoptotic cell death. Figure 3 Two models for induction of endogenous a-synuclein aggregation after transfer of exogenous a-synuclein to the recipient cell.
Step 1. Exogenous a-syn (in red), whose precise nature (monomer and/or more aggregated form) remains to be determined, is transferred to a recipient cell expressing endogenous a-syn (in blue). In this healthy cell, proteasomal and lysosomal machineries handle a-syn degradation. Steps 2A and 3A. In the first model ('increase of intracellular a-syn concentration'), the entry of extracellular a-syn increases the intracellular concentration of a-syn. This could overload the degradation systems and lead to their impairment, which in turn would raise even more the intracellular concentration of a-syn and favor the formation of big a-syn aggregates (step 4). Steps 2B and 3B. Alternatively, in the second model ('nucleation/seeding process'), the misfolded exogenous a-syn seed recruits the unfolded endogenous a-syn and induces its misfolding. In a last step, these endogenous misfolded forms of a-syn aggregate around the core of exogenous a-syn, leading to the formation of fibrils made up of both exo-and endo-genous a-syn (step 4)
Intercellular Transfer of a-Syn in Animal Models
Very recent studies have shed light on the possibility that the in vitro mechanisms discussed above operate in a similar fashion in vivo. As mentioned briefly above, Desplats et al. 12 addressed the host-to-graft transmission hypothesis by demonstrating transfer of a-syn from a-syn-overexpressing mouse brain to an intrahippocampal graft of cortical neural stem cells. In a recent report, analogous to the human grafting studies, we demonstrate that embryonic mouse dopaminergic neurons grafted in the striata of human a-syn-expressing mice take up host human a-syn 16 ( Figure 2 ). In addition, we have shown that rodent cortical neurons internalize stereotactically injected recombinant monomeric, oligomeric, and fibrillar a-syn, and furthermore, that the endocytosis inhibitor dynasore partially blocks this uptake in vivo. 16 However, no in vivo study has so far presented evidence that transferred a-syn can trigger the formation of Lewy bodies. Ongoing experimental studies will likely clarify whether Lewy bodies can form as the result of cell-to-cell transfer of a-syn in vivo and will thereby shed light on how PD pathology spreads in the human brain.
Clues from Other Diseases a-Syn as well as mutant huntingtin (Htt), superoxide dismutase-1 (SOD-1), and Tau proteins or Ab peptide belong to a class of proteins whose abnormal aggregation plays a central role in neurodegenerative diseases called proteinopathies, which are, respectively, PD, Huntington's disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), tauopathies, and Alzheimer's disease (AD). The observed intercellular transfer and seeding abilities of each of these proteins recall some of the features of PrP sc and thus leads to their classification as 'prion-like' proteins or 'prionoids'. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] However, it is important to stress that epidemiological studies have not yet presented any evidence of infectivity for any of these proteinopathies, whereas infectious abilities characterize PrP sc . It is not unlikely that the propagation of b-sheet amyloid structures peculiar to each of these proteins shares some common features. Therefore, studies addressing the mechanisms involved in cell-to-cell transfer of one of the disease-related proteins might be relevant to the others.
Huntington's disease. Huntington's disease is an inherited neurodegenerative disorder caused by the mutation of the HD gene leading to expression of Htt protein with an extended polyglutamine (polyQ) tract. This expanded polyQ leads to the formation of cytoplasmic and intranuclear Htt inclusions in affected neurons. In a study addressing possible prion-like properties of mutant Htt, exogenous aggregates of polypeptides containing 44 glutamines (Q) were added to culture medium. They were taken up by cultured cells expressing Htt with a nonpathogenic polyQ tract (25Q), inducing the aggregation of the 25Q-Htt, which normally should not fibrillize. 78 These results support the theory of a seeding process. The nucleation capacity of mutated Htt was recently further documented by a novel technique where the fluorescence signal within cultured cells was correlated to the extent of Htt exon 1 protein aggregation. 79 This technique allowed live visualization of formation of large Htt exon 1 aggregates within cells, as well as recruitment of dimers and oligomers and cell-to-cell transfer of 103Q Htt exon 1 protein. 79 Finally, the incapacity of other amyloid aggregates, such as the prion domain of the yeast Sup35 prion protein or Ab, to nucleate wild-type Htt underscores the importance of sequence specificity for the nucleation of polyQ fibrils. 78 Such specificity may likely also apply to intracellular nucleationdependent seeding of a-syn, but it remains to be investigated.
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. ALS, a neurodegenerative disease specifically affecting motor neurons, leads to death within 3 to 5 years after diagnosis. Mutations in SOD-1 account for many of the inherited ALS cases, which represent only B10% of the total incidence. SOD-1 protein is one of the components of the non-amyloid cytoplasmic aggregates that form in affected motor neurons. Recently, not only in vitro-induced fibrils of recombinant SOD-1 proteins, but also spinal cord homogenates from a transgenic mouse model overexpressing mutant human SOD-1 have been shown to seed aggregation of wild-type and mutant SOD-1 proteins in a test tube. 80 These results demonstrate the nucleation capacity of SOD-1 proteins derived from an in vivo model. More recently, in vitroinduced aggregates of mutant SOD-1 proteins produced in insect cells have been shown to be internalized by neuroblastoma cells, seed the aggregation of otherwise soluble mutant SOD-1 proteins expressed by these cells, and finally, to transfer from one cell to another independently of cell-to-cell contact. 81 Whereas the exogenous seeds progressively disappear when the cells divide, the induced aggregation of endogenous mutant SOD-1 is a persistent and heritable phenotype. 81 Interestingly, extracellular mutant SOD-1 aggregates use lipid raft-dependent macropinocytosis to enter cells, 81 a process that could be worth examining as a a-syn cell-to-cell transfer mechanism.
Tauopathies. Tau is a microtubule-associated protein that aggregates in its hyperphosphorylated form to generate intraneuronal tangles during progression of neurodegenerative diseases named tauopathies, including AD. In similar cell culture paradigms as for a-syn, cellular uptake of exogenous mutant Tau coupled to seeding activity has been shown in vitro. 82 Recent in vivo studies have provided further support for the notion that seeding activity of misfolded Tau is an important pathogenic event. Intracerebral injection of brain extracts from transgenic mice displaying abundant filamentous Tau inclusions into mice expressing wild-type human Tau induced Tau pathology around the site of injection. Importantly, in these mice that normally do not develop Tau depositions, neighboring brain regions also exhibited Tau inclusions. 83 Interestingly, studies identified a polymorphism in the gene MAPT, encoding Tau protein, as a risk factor for idiopathic PD in the same GWAS that showed a strong association between PD susceptibility and SNPs in the SNCA gene. [6] [7] [8] The possibility of a link between these genetic observations and the prion-like properties shared by these two proteins may be worth exploring. The observed synergy between the in vitro mixture of purified a-syn and Tau proteins in promoting crossfibrillization 84 could be a good starting point.
Alzheimer's disease. In vivo seeding experiments, comparable with the ones described above for Tau, were previously performed using Ab, whose misfolded and aggregated forms contribute to extracellular amyloid plaques in AD. Misfolded Ab proteins contained in brain extracts from AD patients or aged transgenic amyloid precursor protein (APP) mice seed the deposition of Ab in young APP mice that normally would not display Ab aggregates. 85 Similarly, soluble recombinant Ab oligomers, infused in the hippocampus of APP mice, contribute to growth of pre-existing plaques and seed formation of new plaques. 86 This work is the first readily visualized evidence for a seeding effect of an amyloid protein in vivo, revealing a core of injected seed surrounded by endogenous material. The ability of Ab and Tau to induce aggregation of endogenous proteins after intracerebral injections may suggest that a-syn could also display seeding capacity in vivo, even if this property has yet to be properly demonstrated. Finally, in contrast to oral, intravenous, intraocular, and intranasal inoculation of Ab-containing brain extracts, which do not lead to any detectable cerebral amyloidosis, 87 intraperitoneal injections of these extracts are able to induce Ab deposition in the brains of young transgenic APP mice after a 7-month incubation period. 88 These results suggest that transport of Ab from periphery to brain can occur and might be a first step in questioning the presumed noninfectious features of AD. Whether such mechanisms are also relevant for a-syn and PD is worth examining.
Concluding Remarks
As delineated above, many possibilities exist for each step of the process by which pathogenic a-syn might transfer from one cell to another and cause deadly consequences to the recipient cell. The requirements for this process include exit of a-syn from the host cell, transit to the recipient cell, entry into this new cell, and triggering of a toxic cascade inside the recipient cell. If these mechanisms are specific to a-syn and PD, then there exist many points at which to interfere in the pathogenic process in attempts to develop much-needed therapies that retard PD development.
Several strategies are likely to be the subject of intensive research in the future. For example, immunotherapy targeting extracellular a-syn 89 and leading to the removal by the immune system of the seeds in transit between cells may stop or at least delay the propagation of a-syn pathology in the brains of people with PD. However, a better knowledge of the precise nature of the seed is needed in order to design specific antibodies that spare the normal function of a-syn. Specific inhibitors of a-syn aggregation appear also promising, as they may interfere with seeding activity of transmitted a-syn. Particularly, short peptides targeting the binding region of a-syn responsible for self-aggregation have been reported to prevent a-syn oligomerization and fibrillization in a test tube 90, 91 and could lead to development of peptide-based inhibitors of a-syn aggregation.
Overall, the connections between a-syn and PD are strong and the power in determining whether the specific steps we discussed above are accurate and relevant goes far beyond PD. If these mechanisms are conserved across many neurodegenerative diseases, multiple methods of investigation both currently in place and also under development now could eventually lead to novel therapies for very large groups of patients.
